CONVERSE MEASURABILITY THEOREMS FOR YEH-WIENER SPACE
. For a discussion of Yeh-Wiener measure see [1] , [3] and [4] . R will denote the real numbers and C the complex numbers. We shall use the following notation for the Cartesian product of n Wiener spaces We note that Theorem A, in the case n = l, is called the one line theorem. Now we explicitly state and prove the following corollary of Theorem A which plays a key role in the proof of Lemma 3 in §2. 
If φ~xA is Xv-measurable, then foφ is Xv-measurable. Hence by Theorem A, foG is a Yeh-Wiener measurable functional of
It has long been known that measurability questions in Wiener space and Yeh-Wiener space are often rather delicate. In [3] Skoug established some relationships between Yeh-Wiener measurability and Wiener measurability of certain sets and functionals. Furthermore he obtained the converse of the one line theorem. In this paper we extend his result to the ^-parallel lines theorem. In particular we show that if A is any subset of XC x [α, 6], then G^A is a Yeh-Wiener measurable subset of C 2 [R] if and only if φ~λA is a Wiener measurable n subset of χCi[α, 6], 2* Lemmas* The converse measurability theorems in §3 will follow quite readily once we establish three lemmas.
DEFINITION. Let 5 be a fixed constant satisfying 0 < δ < 1/2 and let λ > 0 be given. Let Our first lemma is taken from [3] . We state it without proof. 3* Converse measurabϋity theorems* Our first theorem in this section establishes a relationship between Yeh-Wiener measurability and product Wiener measurability of certain related sets. In Theorem 2 we obtain the converse of Theorem A. THEOREM 
